CONTRACT AWARD – AMPLIFY EARTHWORKS AMP

Civil Engineering Division is delighted to announce that we have been awarded Amplify Earthworks AMP works at the Advanced Manufacturing Park in Rotherham.

This is the second project for Harworth Estates (following on from Gedling Colliery) and is the first project that has been let from a series of tenders that our Warrington office are currently undertaking for this client.

The works commence on 3rd April 2017 for a period of 7 weeks – and include the stripping of the top 500mm of material from an area on the site that has a valley running through. This will be filled with 47,000m³ of material gained from other areas of the site to form a new development platform. A new haul road will be constructed from imported stone, in order to provide access to the development area. This £0.4m project will run through until the end of May 2017 and is on the ICC Form of Contract.

Harworth Estates have engaged BWF as Project Manager, RSK as Geotechnical Engineer, JPG as the Structural Engineers together with WSP Safety as Principal Designers.

The site team includes; Project Manager Nick Robinson, Foreman Wayne Lightfoot, and will be supported by SQS Adam Burton & Senior Contracts Manager Stewart Lucas.